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Forecast raw material requirements

Yield & grade management

Streamline production planning and scheduling

Boost margins by paying growers in line with 
how crop performs

Issue the right stock to match demand

Track full consignments across
supply chain and factory processes

Reporting and business intelligence

Digital traceability and data recording:

•   Records and tracks persistent quality issues  
with grower batches;

•  Actively maintains grower accreditation records;

•   Demonstrates compliance to regulatory and customer 
specifications.

Integrated grading supports better  
yields and defect management.

Identify issues with raw material, 
including: 

•  Common scab, black scurf, silver 
scurf to wireworm;

•  Mechanical damage and 
punctures; 

•  Out of spec raw material;

•  Actively maintains grower 
accreditation records.

Allocate the correct raw material stock type and grade, 
referencing provenence information to: 

•  Ensure all raw material is correctly assigned for processing; 

•  Support packing for either whole or secondary processing.
 

Supports appropriate pricing variations with  automated 
payments whenever deductions need to be applied.

Whether whole packing, slicing, chipping, 
or dicing; pick and sort optimum raw 
material to support onward processing 
requirements.

Always be audit ready with end-to-end, paperless QA 
and traceability, evidencing conformance to industry 
and customer standards.

Real-time actionable data analytics to drive better 
decision making.

Step up to digital intake, QA and sampling

Transform raw materials receipt processes with  
SI’s real-time intake application as it:

•  Digitally logs sampling data and automatically 
generates scores; 

•  Highlights any surplus or finished goods deficit.

SI’s latest tablet driven QA applications identify and 
record any inspection related issues, and evidence  
with digital imagery. SI’s fast and accurate QC reports:

•  Identify any variations in production volumes or  
crop issues;

•  Eliminate paper-based and manual processes;

•  Digitally recall QA data to report on trending data,  
for the average grade achieved for each supplier.

Ensure grade and quality requirements are 
delivered, to protect operational accuracy

SI’s integrated grading software captures real-time data
at intake, using touchscreen inputs and integrated
weighing systems. With reporting available in an instant:

•  Review breakdowns of raw material batches by 
supplier, using machine grading to deliver exact 
weights by grade and classification;

•  Confirm batches using automatically generated unique 
IDs, supporting backwards and forwards traceability;

•  Compare predicted batch yield against actual yields;

•  Tracks batch inputs against graded outputs, details out 
of spec crops,  (including excess soil and stone) and 
calculates mass balances.

With SI, achieve on point stock accuracy with real-time 
verification and validation: 

•  Use the right graded product for the right job,  
whether whole pack or value-added;

•  Maintain provenance, accreditations and stock rotation;

•  Forward traceability, as stock is scanned and  
unique ID data is captured.

Deliver traceability audits in seconds not hours

SI’s industry-leading shop-floor data capture and 
reporting provides precise farm to fork traceability to:

•  support consignment mixing, throughout all process 
and packing phases;

•  Digitally track produce - from intake, stock, value-
added production, packing, through to distribution;

•  Delivers full traceability and mass balance  
reporting in seconds, or whenever the auditor calls.

Improve warehouse productivity and reduce 
wastage

Our warehouse management system:

•  Centrally controls warehouse mapping, put away 
instructions and inventory;

•  Ensures the correct products are picked from the 
right locations and delivered to precise destinations 
every time.

SI’s reporting suite provides real-time data 
insight, pinpointed to the operational areas  
that matter most.

Our reporting capability supports:

•   Analysis of batch v processing targets, individual 
products lines and processes;

•  SKU profitability by batch;

•  Quality & weight variances; 

•  Plus, inventory reporting.

Interact and collaborate using our  
data-driven, agile Active Dashboards 

From intake and tipping, through to packing and 
distribution, our dashboards present the fine detail of  
your data in a visual format that everyone will understand. 

•  Identify and support contractual growers;

•  Place timely orders to ensure  
consistency and protect margins;

•  Identify when spot purchases  
are required;

•   Capture optimum potential.  
value of raw material.

Take the guesswork out of sourcing  
and demand prediction

SI’s planning software balances forecasts for
customer demand against predicted supply of  
contracted raw material to:

•  Combine real-time data into single source;

•  Predict supplies to match production and customer 
requirements, and prevent over ordering;

•  Always show when, what and how much raw 
material for spot purchases;

•  Understand the impact of price fluctuations  
for spot purchases.  

Intake, Sampling and Quality Control

Save money and improve margins with full 
packhouse production control

SI modules integrate to help you understand 
customer order variances in real-time to better plan 
production schedules against raw material availability 
and order fulfilment requirements.

Through industry leading visibility and controls:

•  Allocate stock to specific production runs;

•  Capture inputs/outputs at every production stage 
and monitor KPIs, using our world-class shop-floor 
data capture (SFDC);

•  Improve operational agility and make data-driven 
decisions whenever downtime occurs, due to staff 
levels, poor crop quality or machinery issues.

With our cost modelling and growers payments software, 
automatically calculate grower payment based on packout:

•  Process payments, based on yield;

•  Provide suppliers with clear reasoning for any deductions 
imposed, based on how well crop performs in production;

•  Deliver seamless and faster payments to the grower 
based on data correlation for what’s been delivered  
and processed.

Scale up with SI’s modular approach


